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ABSTRACT
Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) is one of the most extensive types of psychiatric disorders. It refers to various symptoms and considerable rates of relapse, where episodes rarely resolve completely even with intensive psychiatric care. There has been growing concern over the ineffectiveness in treating MDD in reductionist domination in the psychiatry domain. The recent development of neuropsychodynamics offers an integrative model incorporating a holistic understanding of the human mind in terms of neuroscience and psychoanalytic theories and provides a potentially effective cure for MDD. In this review, MDD in the neuropsychodynamic model is manifested as an abnormal operation of the self. The chief feature refers to the increasing inward focus of the self and decreasing outward direction of the environment. To argue for the necessity of utilizing neuropsychodynamic methodology in assessing and treating MDD, the advantages of the model were discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) is one of the most common psychiatric diseases, contributing to the global burden of disease [1], affecting more than 264 million people [2]. It contributes to approximately 800,000 suicide deaths per year [1]. MDD has a high prevalence and affects 20.6% of individuals in a lifetime course [3]. Mainstream psychiatry manual states that an individual who shows enough symptoms for 2 weeks, including depressed mood, anhedonia, weight loss, insomnia or hypersomnia, loss of energy, and indecisiveness, is considered for MDD [4].

The risks of MDD are polygenic and multifold. MDD has heritability that ranges from 8.75-40% [5], imposing a threefold risk for first-degree relatives of MDD individuals [6]. Although the risks involve various genes with minor effects [7], recent studies have confirmed 178 genomic risk loci for MDD [8]. Moreover, environmental correlates such as stressful life events and low social support are also significant contributors [9]. Furthermore, other areas such as neuroendocrinology [10], inflammation levels [11], and functional brain circuits [12] also have outstanding correlates.

Common treatments for MDD include psychotherapy and antidepressants (used alone or in combination), depending on the severity of symptoms [4] determined by trial and error [13]. Notwithstanding the tremendous effort in investigating MDD, current clinical practice promises far from optimal efficacy. As one of the most commonly misdiagnosed mental disorders [14], up to 50-60% of patients with MDD do not receive adequate treatment [15], while others receive poorly designed personalized treatment for comorbidity issues [16]. However, antidepressants, if correctly prescribed, merely demonstrate moderate efficacy [17] with noneligible adverse effects and delayed response [18], leaving 20-30% of patients (TRD) resistant to treatment [19].

This inefficiency may be (at least in part) attributed to the puzzling multifactorial etiology and phenotype heterogeneity of MDD. One aspect that hinders researchers from obtaining an integrated perspective on MDD may be the reductionism that dominates research directions and funding policies in clinical psychology and psychiatry [20]. The unbalanced analytic approach in the present neuroscience context [21] or a single target-focused procedure is certainly unsuited for the polygenic nature of neuro-psychic dynamics that drives MDD; neither descriptive psychology alone can explain the causal relationships between intertwined factors. To fully capture the complexity of neuro-psychic ailments...
such as MDD, it is of significant necessity to see the "real patterns" of people [22] and combine biological and psychological understanding to obtain a "holistic approach" [22] or the so-called neuropsychodynamic approach.

The term "neuropsychodynamics" or "psychodynamic psychiatry" [23] is an approach steeped into psychoanalytic theories founded by Sigmund Freud, the models majorly investigating unconsciousness of buried feelings, memories, dreams, and fantasies driving conflicts between wishes and anxieties [24]. As a school of psychoanalysis, psychodynamics is considered a broader domain for psychotherapy procedures offering less intensive and more supportive-interpretive treatment than psychoanalysis psychotherapy [23] that has been developed for treating a wide range of disorders [24]. While the efficacy of psychodynamic therapy (PDT) is debatable, [25] demonstrates the noninferiority of PDT in treating MDD among other psychotherapies. Intensive short-term PDT (ISPDT) has shown significant [26] and sustained [27] improvement in MDD; long-term (LTDPT) is superior to other therapies in treating chronic depression in terms of personality and social functioning [28].

PDT places paramount value on the individuals’ inner world. PDT therapists emphasize transference and countertransference, resistance to therapy, functions and unconscious forces behind the symptoms and behaviors [29]. Moreover, PDT-oriented treatment considers specific characteristics of the employment of developmental perspective and person-centered proposition [30]. Despite several PDT theories of MDD mental representations, it remains divorced and thus limited in unraveling the mystery of the human brain and its complications; this constraint also applies to the dominance of descriptive or biology explanations. An integrative approach, namely neuropsychodynamics, should replace such reductionist methods involving underlying neural mechanisms for intrapsychic structures and internal object relations [31]. In this context, neuroscience may offer biological justifications to psychodynamic notions, whereas PDT theories may offer a crucial conceptual structure for neurological discoveries [32].

2. THE UNIQUENESS AND ADVANTAGES OF NEUROPSYCHODYNAMICS

A well-designed individual psychiatric treatment demands the clinical practitioner to comprehend that a human being is a feeling organism, and the objective and subjective experience should be considered with equal weight. By aligning neuroscience and psychoanalysis theories, neuropsychodynamics possesses virtues from both sides, which form its uniqueness.

Neuropsychodynamics shares one of Freud’s cornerstones of thinking: psychic determinism. The definition of this term has extended from its original assertion from psychodynamics, that apart from the theory of unconscious forces writing our life scripts, psychiatric symptoms and behaviors also illustrate (but not limit) our adaptations to specific demands of our unconsciousness that blends our early attachment, complexes, object relations, defense mechanisms, fixations, and cathexis throughout the development of the self with aspects of genes, biological, and neurological factors [23]. Neuropsychodynamics emphasizes this causality of human emotions and actions that these complex and multiple causes need careful examination before claiming that symptoms have no meaning other than themselves.

In this sense, neuropsychodynamics faces the brain-mind problem with the issue of the construct of “person”, in which the understanding of the “person” undoubtedly confronts uncomplicated classification. According to Gabbard [31], the principle of determinants of a person in the neuropsychodynamic method should involve the subjective experience, a coterie of inner conflicts and internalized interactions, physical attributes, “brain as a product of genes”, neural system by accumulative life incidents, cultural milieu, social and economic status, religion, and cognitive style.

Of paramount significance, the subjective experience refers to “a unique historical narrative that is filtered through specific meanings” [23] that could offer invaluable evidence in the clinical setting. In contrast to descriptive psychiatry, neuropsychodynamics does not regard symptoms as guidelines but rather the final result of the mechanism that protects and reflects the inner world of an individual [33]. Practitioners need to determine the starting point and various developmental trajectories for a complete understanding of the person. In a metaphorical way to depict the limit of such descriptive methods, one could argue that symptoms are merely projections that suggest nothing but the shape of an object under a beam of light; other facets, namely, the volume, structure, and object depth hiding in the back of the façade remain unknown. Accordingly, the reductionist philosophy again, solely examining the defining features of patients and analyzing them by statistical methods (finding correlations of external manifestation), will inevitably fail to perceive the overall reality that psychiatric practice strives to know.

In neuropsychodynamics, considering life history also means evaluating patient self-disclosure from a cognitive perspective. As cognitive science grasps, the human psyche is a continuing state of change that entails dynamic interaction with the environment with re-labeling and re-interpreting personal experiences [34]. Present-day clinical reports (similar to any self-report at any moment) are consequences of unconscious forces.
that come from memories of earlier situations and need conditional consideration subject to a specific time, space, and developmental course. Therefore, under the neuropsychodynamic procedure, convoluted constructions behind the patient claims will be recognized and assessed with care and appropriate skepticism, and hopefully, further inquiries will lead to a more insightful diagnosis.

Moreover, the developmental perspective in neuropsychodynamics captures the wisdom from the epigenetic theory and psychodynamic bibliography studies. On the one hand, moving beyond the nature-nurture debate, a consensus has been reached that genes are inherited and show constant interplay with the environment. Although specific candidate genes are responsible for psychiatric disorders such as autism spectrum disorder and schizophrenia [35], other psychological disturbances (e.g., MDD) have their fundamental roots in neuroplasticity [36]. Apart from neurological studies, integral physical health such as immune system functioning is also considered in neuropsychodynamics. For recent evidence, Borsini et al. [11] stated that increased production of inflammatory cytokines directly contributes to depressive symptoms.

On the other hand, personal bibliography or individual life experiences, namely, childhood events, trauma, patterns of interaction within the family, and other related events, are of considerable etiological importance contributing to the development of the self. These incidents are crucial in assessing and interpreting the cause of psychiatric symptoms [35]. In addition to experiences after birth, a recent study confirmed that trauma exposure during pregnancy could affect the offspring, leading to social deficits and depressive behaviors [38]. In this proposition, temperament theory and attachment theory are outstandingly significant subgroups. Humans are born with the initial temperament that is chiefly inherited and yet affected by parental styles [39]. Temperament types impact how parents treat infants in a “goodness-of-fit” fashion [40], thus affecting the mother-child relationship quality. Inherited temperament and childhood experiences are strong predictors of adulthood personality and psychiatric behaviors with other events and potential trauma [41]. Later in childhood, attachment is created between the child and the caregiver. Attachment schemes are acquired during early childhood and stay relatively steady throughout the lifetime, affecting neural mechanisms as consequences [42]. Exhaustive understanding of the above historical elements of patients serves great importance under clinical practice scenarios that aim to achieve a precise diagnosis, pathological analysis, and individualized treatment plan.

Lastly, a unique feature that distinguishes neuropsychodynamics from other conventional psychiatry approaches is the intensive utilization of transference and countertransference as practical diagnosis tools. However, this term is not novel in the domain of psychodynamics. When transference (countertransference) occurs, the patient (the therapist) experiences earlier psychological episodes or past relationships with the therapist (the patient) as of the current relationship [43]. The value of such a process lies in the fact that even consciousness is not always declarative, not to mention the unconscious stories [44]. Through (counter) transference, unconscious processes automatically occur, unraveling internal representations of current objects (the therapeutic setting, relationship, characteristics of the other person) inaccessible by conscious self-report or diagnosis via descriptive manner. Being aware of patient transference and countertransference assists the physician in improving the diagnostic process or implies richer evidence by subsequent analysis [45].

3. NEUROPSYCHODYNAMIC MODEL OF DEPRESSION

The depression model of the neuropsychodynamics discipline comes from Freud’s theory of Melancholia that stresses ego-regression from object cathexis to narcissism and indicates the depletion of associated reality basis. Freud [46] explained that “the object-relationship was shattered” in depression, which did not result in “the normal one of a withdrawal of the libido” and displacement with a new one, but a state that the libido “was withdrawn into the ego.” Thus, the ego “established an identification” with “the abandoned object,” and the object loss “was transformed into an ego-loss.” Melancholia (depression) is different from mourning (normal mourning process) in that it is comparable to an absence of necessary mourning. More specifically, when facing object loss, if the individual does not regard “the world itself is poor and empty,” the self-regard is still processed in healthy object relations with his ego guarded. The person becomes self-absorbed and impoverishes himself with a “diminution of his ego.” He “repairs himself” and represents himself as “worthless, incapable of any achievement and morally despicable” [46].

From a functional perspective, Freud’s proposition is consistent with the present studies [47] on depression, which show that depressive symptoms are useful reactions to bereavement that could protect the ego. However, this process would develop into other dysfunctional effects, e.g., an absence in emotional reflection, a dominance of pessimistic and irrational cognitions, and extreme withdrawal behaviors, such as social withdrawal and diminished ability to make decisions. The relation between object loss and the loss of the self is of outstanding importance in the evolution of depression. The corresponding neurological aspects
contribute to validating the underlying psychoanalytic and psychodynamic forces to interpret depression.

The neuropsychodynamic model of MDD is a mental-oriented particulars of localization, which considers the biological, psychological, and social dimensions of MDD [48]. Though studies and theories offer various explanations on this topic, this paper aims to summarize the depression trajectory through three psychodynamic stages, namely, early object loss, introjection of the loss object, and loss of actual object relations [47].

**Phase 1: Early Object Loss.** As argued earlier, depression occurs due to the event of loss of an object. This “early” loss could be event-specific. However, it generally refers to early object loss during childhood, using a metaphorical approach [49]. In broader psychology theories, early loss in childhood serves as a multidimensional susceptibility of individuals to progress MDD in life afterwards [50]. During the critical period of synapses growth, the early loss will cause fixation on the mental characterization of lost objects, forming an “open wound” [46] and taking libido into the self when reactivated by later loss events.

This proposition for reactivation of early trauma is hypothesized to correlate with increased resting-state activity in the thalamus [51], amygdala [52], medial temporal lobe and posterior cingulate cortex [53], lateral anterior cortical midline regions [54], and subcortical and cortical midline regions [55]. A recent study demonstrates that this hyperactivity in different areas could signal distinct depression biotypes [56]. In psychodynamic terms, this resting state activity dysbalance correlates to the tendency of psychological compensation, characterized by an increase of self-referential processing associated with negative affective valence resulting from object loss or disappointment in childhood [48]. Such traumatic events include incidents of actual loss, parents’ separation, and abuse in any means (corresponding to the loss of primary narcissism), exhibiting greater vulnerability for later MDD onset [57].

Following object loss, the child would attempt desperately to relate the self to the lost object to sustain a self-object relationship [48]. If the trauma persists, the child will eventually experience object loss as a self-object due to the absence of that actual object that is supposed to serve as the retention of free libido [58]. Simultaneously, a possible hyperactivation may be induced in the regions mentioned earlier, finally contributing to an imbalance in other consecutive areas with hypoactivation. To specify, major hyperactivation occurs in the anterior midline regions primarily involved in the processing of self-reference of different stimuli, resulting in hypoactivation in the posterior midline regions associated with the operation of non-self-related stimuli [59]. Accompanied by such early object loss, it would interfere with the development of the essential parts of the default mode network (DMN) when aiming to produce an object cathexis, adding risks for later depression [60].

**Phase 2: Introjection of Object Loss.** Following the increased resting-state activity in the cortical midline regions, a reduced resting-state stimulus interaction of the current object and growing autobiographic memory retrieval of the past object occurs [48]. This course includes an interaction between intrinsic brain activity and stimulus-induced (inside and outside) activity. Reduction in this process will produce diminished self-referential processing and affective attribution of current stimuli, thereby reducing reference to the current object of a patient.

The growing reactivation of autobiographic recollections of the early objects refers to higher self-referential processing and affective attribution of past stimuli, i.e., the patient will experience increased reference to the past object. This increased inner focus contributes to the inability of the depressive patient to focus on the outer world; they no longer subjectively perceive the actual stimuli, manifesting “feeling of feelings” where “feelings” involve earlier experienced stimuli. More specifically, patient’s attentiveness transfers from the exteroceptive sensory system to the interoceptive sensory system that mainly processes somatic stimuli [48]. The actual stimuli can no longer relate to the patient’s self and attach with emotional valence appropriately. As a result, the psychic energy used to produce self-reference and the link with effects is related to earlier stimuli, i.e., object loss in the past. In psychopathology, this course suggests that a subjective experience of the past prevails over the future, and the patient usually reports feelings of numbness, increased self-focus, and anhedonia for current objects [61].

Arguably, concentrating on past object loss while neglecting current existing objects indicates that the depressive patient encounters increased introjection, coupled with negative emotions [62]. In psychodynamic terms, introjection is one type of internalization [63], a process or defense mechanism that depressive patients majorly employ [64]. Like other defense mechanisms, it shows an unconscious adaptation to protect the mind from danger within and without [65]. Introjection is identified by the alteration of object focus from the outside to the inside in subjective experience [66] that entails taking a value or regulatory process but not accepting it as own, resulting in internal control regulation instead of self-regulation [63]. Regarding object relations, depressive patients’ relation orientation is no longer directed to the outside but the inside. They tend to internalize their conflicts and shift the aggression against themselves instead of running towards others [67]. It may be hypothesized that these disturbances in
self-reference are associated with abnormal reciprocal modulation during emotional-cognitive interaction [47]. Accompanied with introduction, at this stage, patients will develop other salient depressive symptoms, e.g., rumination and negative bias, since agency and synthesis within oneself are harmed, affecting different themes such as self-protection, self-assertion, and self-expansion [64]. To validate in neurology terms, such phenomenon is partially due to alterations in DMN functioning. This increased functional connectivity in the cortical parts of DMN is highly correlated to dense functioning. This increased functional connectivity in the cortical parts of DMN is highly correlated to dense functioning. This increased functional connectivity in the cortical parts of DMN is highly correlated to dense functioning. This increased functional connectivity in the cortical parts of DMN is highly correlated to dense functioning. This increased functional connectivity in the cortical parts of DMN is highly correlated to dense functioning. This increased functional connectivity in the cortical parts of DMN is highly correlated to dense functioning. This increased functional connectivity in the cortical parts of DMN is highly correlated to dense functioning. This increased functional connectivity in the cortical parts of DMN is highly correlated to dense functioning. This increased functional connectivity in the cortical parts of DMN is highly correlated to dense functioning. This increased functional connectivity in the cortical parts of DMN is highly correlated to dense functioning. This increased functional connectivity in the cortical parts of DMN is highly correlated to dense functioning. This increased functional connectivity in the cortical parts of DMN is highly correlated to dense functioning. This increased functional connectivity in the cortical parts of DMN is highly correlated to dense functioning. This increased functional connectivity in the cortical parts of DMN is highly correlated to dense functioning. This increased functional connectivity in the cortical parts of DMN is highly correlated to dense functioning. This increased functional connectivity in the cortical parts of DMN is highly correlated to dense functioning. This increased functional connectivity in the cortical parts of DMN is highly correlated to dense functioning. This increased functional connectivity in the cortical parts of DMN is highly correlated to dense functioning. This increased functional connectivity in the cortical parts of DMN is highly correlated to dense functioning. This increased functional connectivity in the cortical parts of DMN is highly correlated to dense functioning. This increased functional connectivity in the cortical parts of DMN is highly correlated to dense functioning. This increased functional connectivity in the cortical parts of DMN is highly correlated to dense functioning. This increased functional connectivity in the cortical parts of DMN is highly correlated to dense functioning. This increased functional connectivity in the cortical parts of DMN is highly correlated to dense functioning. This increased functional connectivity in the cortical parts of DMN is highly correlated to dense functioning. This increased functional connectivity in the cortical parts of DMN is highly correlated to dense functioning. This increased functional connectivity in the cortical parts of DMN is highly correlated to dense functioning. This increased functional connectivity in the cortical parts of DMN is highly correlated to dense functioning. This increased functional connectivity in the cortical parts of DMN is highly correlated to dense functioning. This increased functional connectivity in the cortical parts of DMN is highly correlated to dense functioning. This increased functional connectivity in the cortical parts of DMN is highly correlated to dense functioning. Reduced resting-state connectivity in this phase causes deficits in the patient’s reward system, with significantly reduced activation for wins compared with a loss in regions such as bilateral ventral [69]. It also impairs decision-making in rewarding conditions [70]. Since DMN serves as the neurological basis for the self, such dysbalance impairs the patient’s self-related processing such as reflection, emotion, and self-reference [71]. Negative self-regard bias emerges due to deterioration of the cognitive ability by the stated disruption in DMN functional connectivity [72].

Phase 3: Loss of Actual Object Relations. Due to reduced stimulus-rest interaction of the current object, depressive individuals have difficulties connecting exteroceptive and interoceptive stimuli [73], orienting cognitive targets outward [74], and modifying resting-state brain activity by interoceptive stimuli [75]. Consistently, loss of object relations and further reduced outside focus is derived. MDD patients may subsequently experience increased body focus of interoceptive origin that induces somatic-vegetative symptoms [76] and growing cognitive stress with self-objects [77].

As the third psychodynamic central hallmark of depression, patient-object relationships are substituted using a regressive cathexis of the self, contributing to increased splitting in the self, and actual object relation experience becomes increasingly unimportant [47]. Freud’s metaphor [46] explains this stage as “constitute compensatory objects.” Patients compensate for the loss of external self-objects by internal self-objects, implying that the self is disconnected from the experienced importance of actual object relation eventually. Depressed individuals suffer from markedly biased harmful cognitive patterns and ruminations, experienced as tormenting and resulting from the extending cognitive processing of the self with ruminations and a dysbalance between the experiential and the analytical self-focus [75].

The above psychodynamic features at this phase may associate with neurological foundations. Splitting in the self may relate to diminished ability to perform cognitive tasks that require the brain to respond to exteroceptive stimuli as the self is functioning in a self-absorbing pattern that merely interacts with the outside effectively. This finding could be expressed by increased activation in the dlPFC (more significant efforts) during working memory and cognitive processing tasks in depressed people compared to healthy people. In contrast, the vmPFC of the depressed is hyperactive at rest (in healthy individuals, this duo should express the opposite) [78]. This imbalance indicates inefficiency in the depressed’s cognitive functioning and abnormally intensive processing of emotions and sensory, social, and self-related information [79] corresponding to the pathological analytical self-focus previously mentioned. This impairment could also be explained by limited task-evoked connectivity between the ACC (serves attentional orientating and affective processing) and task-negative networks, marked by inflexibility in local efficiency of a key ACC node in CEN [80], which is compatible with the depressed’s stiffness in shifting cognitive control joining internal and external stimuli. The self can no longer be “filled” with emotions and cognitions derived from the outside but remains “empty” and emotionally inhibited, evolving into ego-emptiness and ego-inhibited, respectively [47].

4. NEUROPSYCHODYNAMIC TREATMENT ESSENTIALS

The neuropsychodynamic model strongly recommends individualized procedures. It is widely acknowledged that MDD shares multidimensionality and heterogeneity, proving the crucial significance of adapting appropriate neurological and psychotherapeutic treatments to the specific condition in each case [82]. Neuropsychodynamics addresses the idea of MDD as psychosomatics of emotion modulation. The primary aim of therapy is to overcome immature defense mechanisms that pull the patient’s cognition into vicious cycles and finally damage the interpersonal and psychosomatic body [47]. However, though the therapeutic goal mostly aligns with PDP [82], neuropsychodynamics calls for more complex and nuanced interventions.

To put it more practically, while examining cognitive patterns in MDD, the therapist shall not solely maintain psychodynamic explanations that the patient exhibits delusional, illogical beliefs requiring empathy and emotional support, which often fail to offer specific instructions to tackle depressive thinking actively. Consistently, empirical evidence on the efficacy of PDP mainly exists in the long-term scale [83] where variables other than PDP such as positive life events, new intimate relationships, and escape from a toxic working environment would emerge and impact the patient. This heterogeneity and uncertainty of grey data would result in statistical inaccuracy. To make amends in the current
SPDP practice, the neuropsychodynamic therapist should be aware of factors such as cognitive symptoms that may relate to various neurological functions causing several consecutive changes in feedback processing, where appropriate medication and an adjustment in daily routines (e.g., diet plan, exercise intensity, CBT guide) are in priority. Thus, the therapist may need to take active steps to “attune” patient neuron connections instead of simply listening to those who suffer.

Such concerns appear similarly in the other polarity. For psychiatrists who mainly examine the mind using a reductionist approach, one should be aware that medication may alleviate specific pain symptoms. However, it may not promise healthier cognition or the employment of mature defense mechanisms (where problems can only be transcended by the patient’s maturing personality construct) that free MDD symptoms and protect the patient from future relapses. Disregarding the patient’s inner-psychic world would render psychiatrists in clinical practice without sufficient empathy and acquisition of the broader context of MDD. Physicians should fully capture the mechanism behind the “voluntary” or top-down modulation and recognize the “involuntary,” pathological neurology foundation of such negative bias with roots in the patient’s personality and personal history, offering constructive suggestions with empathy. A psychodynamic mindset is also helpful in exploring and assessing a patient’s whole-person information that psychiatrists have at best acquired.

Precise assessment and refined interventions, if provided, are not the destination of a well-conducted neuropsychodynamic therapy. It is important to note that the neuropsychodynamics model defies formulaic and mechanistic diagnosis subject to rigid, outdated, and stigmatized standards. Operations and formulation of the treatment plan should incorporate basic empathy, interdisciplinary knowledge of patient information, including but not limited to pathological particulars, personal history, and cultural background. The ability to appreciate the patient’s freedom of choice, psychological or physiological requirements, and desire for short-term therapeutic goals consistent with values and realistic affairs is a quality needed in practitioners. The synergistic effects of pharmacological (top-down mechanisms) and psychotherapeutic (bottom-up agents) intervention also need consideration when applying combination therapies.

5. DISCUSSION

This paper presents a brief literature review of contemporary MDD and addresses research gaps in reductionist clinical ineffectiveness and insufficiency in a comprehensive recognition of MDD. Accordingly, the study discusses the virtues of neuropsychodynamics and elaborates a unique demonstration of MDD. The neuropsychodynamic model of MDD combines psychodynamic (psychoanalytic) theories, neurological concepts, and subject experience with developmental views. In this approach, MDD is depicted by the construct of the self and abnormal changes in self-experience, where the loss of self in MDD results from introjecting earlier object loss to the self. Empirical neuronal mechanisms have supported this psychological alteration, leading to the development of neuropsychodynamic hypotheses of MDD. Specifically, early object loss (trauma) is related to increased resting-state activity, increasing susceptibility to reactivation of early loss memories. Such increasing activity further renders decreased resting-state stimulus interaction enhancing the introjection procedure, encumbering the self from interacting with exteroceptive stimuli. This “alienation” of the self and the environment leads to depressive symptoms, namely negative emotions, distorted cognitions, and habits of rumination. Apart from the abnormalities mentioned above, various other neurological pathologies are related to this MDD model. Significant problems exist in the dysbalance between the DMN (the self) and PFC functioning (the self interacts with other objects), where reciprocal interaction between the two alters in the opposite direction compared to healthy brains, resulting in an unusual increment in internal mental contents and decreased actions aligned with the external environment. The intensified inward focus leads to intense ruminations, and the minor outward focus gives rise to distresses differentiating the self and the external stimuli, manifesting key symptoms of MDD.

Scholars have proposed integrating multiple psychiatry domains for many years [84]. However, it is practiced with inefficiency in the clinical environment due to enduring confusion of “languages” [85]. Psychodynamics, neurobiology, biological psychiatry claim different models of MDD, and all these disciplines apply distinctive concepts that seem incompatible with each other. Boeker, Hartwich, and Northoff [33] addressed a potential framework that incorporates commonly shared features necessary to bridge different approaches to overcome the burden. In addition to what Northoff [86] elaborated in this framework, expansion on the domain may better assist future studies in precision medicine consisting of spatiotemporal features. These characteristics may enable joint descriptions of psychodynamics (e.g., unconscious conflicts), psychopathology (e.g., cognitive impairment), neuropsychology (e.g., decreased frontoparietal connectivity), epigenetics (glucocorticoid receptor resistance), and overall physiological health (increased serum cytokine levels) found on the spontaneous functioning of the spatiotemporal model.

In the real-life implementation of neuropsychodynamics in treating MDD, other critical points need to be addressed. Concerning epistemology,
risks would rise due to categorical errors in psychodynamic abstractions measured by neurological means. Therefore, the chief concern would be to term, classify, and “translate” concepts among different disciplines without reducing meaning. More significant problems would emerge with the transformation of subject experience and other individual contents into data. This term in mainstream science refers to generalizability, employment of technical measuring, and linkage to public procedure [87]. One possible solution would be revealing the same content and comparing individual experiences labeled via psychodynamic processes for similarities and differences across individuals. Thus, it is possible to validate and objectify them structurally [88] to perceive them as data in the scientific sense.

However, this model comprises unsolved limitations due to various constraints and shortcomings in the selected studies. The hardship of incorporating different “languages,” as mentioned, inevitably results in skepticism in measuring unconscious conflicts, defense mechanisms, and fantasies. Moreover, the flawed methodology of many existing studies [24] unavoidably demeans the validity of references, such as ambiguously specified patient samples and intervention practice, insufficient monitoring of treatment adherence, and absence of adequate controls. In the present and future studies, there would be potential resistance from the psychodynamic community. While psychoanalytic therapists generally emphasize patient confidentiality and independence in constructing treatment for their patients, they usually oppose conventional research methods such as recording therapy sessions, treatment regulation, and patient randomization. Among them, the most frequent issue would be the insufficiency of samples not represented in clinical practice. Finally, the psychoanalytic terms themselves would also receive oppositions, with other disciplines denying that unconscious mind, conflicts, and fantasies can be measured [89]. All the above complications would hinder the integration of different fields and long-term investigations in neuropsychodynamics.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Overall, this review study briefly summarizes the etiology of major depressive disorder and expands on the neuropsychodynamic model of MDD, which is based on the integrated analysis of spatiotemporal patterns spontaneous brain activity and unconscious dynamics on the psychopathological symptoms. Qualifications and limitations are elucidated in terms of possible invalidity of the cited papers, present hindrance in the psychology society, and the inherent incompatibility of the mentioned disciplines. The neuropsychodynamic model considers the association between neurology and psychodynamics and the convolutedness of subjective experience, therefore granting crucially to the biopsychosocial model of psychiatry. From the perspective of neuropsychodynamics, current psychiatry practice could benefit from the incorporation of other disciplines. It may examine how biological and psychological aspects of psychiatric diseases are associated, and better targeting of neurobiological variables to various psychodynamic terms may assist more precise psychotherapeutic treatment. Improved understanding of mental conditions such as MDD via more comprehensive pathology that embodies diverse mechanisms of the disorder (such as factors relating to genes, social environment, culture, and diet) would hopefully break down stigmas and mental illness taboos. Neuropsychodynamic practitioners should be bilingual; they should understand and speak the language of the brain and the mind. Diagnosing and treating MDD in terms of neural correlations, internal object relationships, distortions in intrapsychic structures, and epigenetics may formulate a scientific model of MDD for the future.
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